18C DRIP PAN / WATER BOWL
FOR MODEL 18C
IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 1) Integrates with the O-Grate. 2) A Water Bowl is not necessary for cooking. 3) BURN IN
Bowl before using with food. Fill half with water and set it on the middle level. With a full load of charcoal, let the Bowl
heat for a couple hours. 4) CAUTION: When using the Bowl to catch water and grease be EXTREMELY careful not to let
the Bowl spill into the charcoal. An immediate and large grease fire may occur causing major bodily harm. Be safe, do
not cook under a covered structure and remove the Bowl when the charcoal has completely cooled.

TRADITIONAL DRIP PAN

1. Set the O-Grate on the middle level
2. Set the Bowl inside O-Grate, align pins into holes
3. Place the Full Grate on top of the Bowl & O-Grate

WATER BOWL
1. Set the O-Grate at the middle level
2. Set the Bowl inside O-Grate, align pins into holes
3. Fill the Bowl with water
4. Hang short cuts of meat from the H-Frame
or set meat on Full Grate on top of Bowl & O-Grate

MORE OPTIONS WITH 18C EXTENSION
BENEFITS OF THE EXTENSION KIT
The Extension Kit lifts the barrel 5 inches higher, allowing the O-Grate to sit on the bottom level and the
Bowl to be used as a heat diffuser or water bowl.
The Extension also increases the hanging distance.

HEAT DIFFUSER / WATER BOWL
Diffusing the heat creates a more mild convection
cook and can lower the cooking temperature. The
Bowl can be empty or filled with water or some other
tasty liquids or ingredients to vaporize flavor into the
food. Regular sand can also be used in the Bowl. It
diffuses heat very well and requires no babysitting.

For help or questions please contact us at 844-508-2665 or sales@barrelhousecooker.com
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